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Pre-Qualified & Local Applicants

Job Applicants

186,000

80,000

A big challenge for the industry is hiring quality, customer-driven candidates. When recruiting 
employees who are the front-line of an organization, it was difficult for Jobalign customers to 
previously find applicants whose skills translate from an application to the phone. During the 
manual phone screening process, recruiters found that the same candidates who looked great on 
paper turned out to be unqualified, which created inefficiencies around large volume hiring.

Simply having enough candidate flow is a huge barrier to staffing call centers. Large call centers 
reported that more than 50 percent of career page traffic is from mobile devices, but their career 
pages were not optimized for mobile. Jobalign data shows that 80% of applicants abandon a non 
mobile-friendly application or job searches with advertisements.

67% savings in labor 
and job advertising;

focused time on the 
best 80k of 186k

55% mobile 
applicants

46,000 hours 
saved!

46,000 hours saved 
by hiring managers

28 million data points 
associated with these 
workers (contact info, 
experience, skill set, 
voices & more)

data sources in case press or customers ask:

● jobaline data: Tableau Reporting Sep 
21 2015 - Mobile % is calculated over 
the past 12 months - for total numbers, 
used EGS, COMCAST, Dial America 
and Bank of the West - ethnic groups 
data as of Sep 21

"Jobalign has increased our 
applicant flow by allowing the 
applicant more ways to apply; 
internet, mobile and text. Jobalign 
is also user friendly for our 
Recruiters and Hiring Managers."

Kayla Grismer 
Staffing Manager - First PREMIER Bank/PREMIER Bankcard, LLC

contact us:  sales@jobalign.com

CALL CENTERS REDUCE TIME-TO-HIRE BY 50% USING JOBALIGN’S 

AUTOMATED PHONE INTERVIEW FOR HOURLY EMPLOYMENT
With attrition rates as high as 100% in the call center industry, Jobalign’s 
customers found it challenging to source high volume qualified employees for 
front-line entry-level positions. Working with Jobalign, they decreased their cost-
per-hire and filled open positions faster.

By offering an optimized application, call center customers increased the volume and quality of 
candidates by 8x, cut job advertising expenses by 67 percent, and reduced time-to-hire by half.

Using Jobalign, leading call centers in the U.S. have dramatically 
increased their applicant completion rates by enabling job seekers 
to apply using any mobile device, including via Text Message and 
social media.

In addition, Jobalign's automated voice pre-screening tool has 
made it easy for call centers to find qualified call center employees 
for their front-line roles by presenting example communication of 
applying job seekers. Recruiters define key questions, and Jobalign 
automates the pre-screening interview, including role-play based 
automated phone interviews critical for call-centers. This reduces 
the time spent on unfit candidates.

Working with their dedicated Jobalign account managers, recruiters have 
optimized their job templates, in both English and Spanish, and streamlined 
the review process.




